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“The credit belongs to the man who is actually in the arena...who, at the 
worst, if he fails, at least fails while daring greatly, so that his place shall 
never be with those cold timid souls who neither knew victory nor defeat.”

Theodore Roosevelt, in a speech at the Sorbonne, 1910
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The success formula used by the richest sharemarket investor.

There are three big questions every investor faces when it comes to buying and selling shares? What should I buy? 
When should I buy? And when should I sell? The same questions are faced whether you are a newbie or an experienced 
professional. The good news is there is a simple success blueprint that if followed consistently will ensure you are likely 
buying the right shares at the right price. This success blueprint will give you an edge over time and an opportunity 
for long-term profits. Of course, not every share purchase is going to be a sure-fire winner and we will discuss in an 
upcoming chapter about the critical law of probability that must be applied to any share purchase.

It is important to understand that there is no holy grail share purchasing system and there is certainly never a perfect 
time to buy and there is never a perfect time to sell. But there are 5 simple steps that if applied consistently will give 
you the opportunity to earn meaningful profits over time. In this blueprint guide, we are going to keep things simple and 
focus on what you need to know and nothing more. New and even experienced investors will often procrastinate over 
purchasing shares in a company because they want to try and validate their decision by studying more. They apply 
numerous indicators to their charts and in many cases talk themselves out of buying the shares rather than simply 
making the trade. They are trying to pick only winners rather than just buying the shares when the system says “buy”. 
They do this because they have a fear of loss but in reality, they are procrastinating because they don’t have a clear, 
calm and decisive approach to their decision making and they doubt their own ability to make a good decision. This 
blueprint guide will help you avoid these basic mistakes and put you on a course to success.

The world’s greatest investor Warren Buffet has a set of simple rules he follows before buying shares in a company. 
Much of what you will learn in this guide draws inspiration from the strategies used by the world’s greatest investors. 
Following is Warren Buffet’s simple criteria for buying shares and at the conclusion of this book, I am going to introduce 
you to a simple and effective way to shortlist shares that meet very similar criteria. You will need to do some final checks 
and balances before buying the shares and I will show you how to do that, but the exciting things are there is a program 
that can shortlist great shares to buy at the right price. 

Chapter 1 
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Buffet’s success formula.

1. Buy great companies that people love and will stand the test of time. Buffet owns shares in companies such as 
Coca-Cola, American Express, Apple, Bank of America, Kraft, Goldman Sachs, General Motors, Costco and many 
more household names. In many cases, these companies have been around for 30, 40 and 50 years. He doesn’t 
touch penny dreadful shares.

2. He buys companies that have great people running them, who are experienced and have a track record of success 
over a long period of time. He wants to invest in success and success doesn’t happen overnight and therefore 
Buffet doesn’t invest in start-ups, he invests in established companies with experienced managers. 

3. He buys companies with a superior differentiated advantage. An example of this is Coca-Cola. How many times 
have people tried to copy Coke and launch a rival Cola drink? Coke is still #1 and will always be #1 no matter 
how many Pepsi’s or Virgin Cola’s come and go. In recent years, Buffet has bought Apple shares because of its 
superior differentiated advantage in the computer and smartphone business. It took him more than 20 years to 
decide to invest in Apple. He buys quality companies run by quality people and his probability of success increases 
substantially. 

4. He buys shares in quality companies when they are cheap. From time to time all great companies go through 
periods when they are out of favour with the market. A great company’s share price often goes down when 
a share market correction occurs. A share market correction is something that happens every few years and 
some corrections are deeper than others. This provides an outstanding opportunity to buy shares in those quality 
companies at a cheaper price and when the market does recover the share price often rises first and very quickly. 
Take for example the global financial crisis in 2008. The world was in a financial crisis but was this financial crisis 
likely going to impact how many cans of Coke people drank in the next 20 years? Of course not, but the share price 
of Coke just like companies such as General Motors and Kraft fell sharply in 2008 and 2009 as the global financial 
crisis spread around the world. The share prices of quality companies, run by experienced managers with products 
with superior differentiated advantages recovered the quickest and provided the best profit-making opportunities. 
Investors who bought shares in those quality companies when the market was fearful and in correction mode 
profited handsomely when the share market recovered.  The same profit-making formula in the share market has 
been working very successfully for more than 100 years. 

The great thing is you don’t need to be right about every investment that you make. You only need to be right about a few 
companies to make great returns. You will have losing investments no matter how much research you apply but if you 
have the right share market analysis tools at your disposal you’ll be able to limit your downside risk and maximise your 
winners and make meaningful profits.

Chapter 1 
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Buying Low or Buying High. When is the right time?

It’s a question that is debated amongst investors the world over. When is the right time to buy the share that you have 
selected as “the one”?  Should you wait for it to reach a potential low or should you wait for it to break to a new high? It 
makes sense that if you are choosing quality companies that you wait for the share to be cheap so you get a great share 
at a cheap price. But what is cheap? How low do you want the price to go and how long will you have to wait before you 
deem it to be cheap enough to buy? What happens if the company’s share price just continues to rise and rise over the 
next 12 months and never pulls back to offer a cheap price. You could end up watching a great company’s share price 
continue to rise and you never invest and miss a great profit-making opportunity. 

The answer to the question, when is the right time to buy is this… There is never a perfect time to buy a share but 
there are techniques you can use that will ensure you don’t miss buying great shares at a cheap price and there are 
also techniques you can use that will ensure you buy the same quality companies when they are trending higher and 
breaking to new highs in price.

Before I explain more about these two basic techniques let me remind you that it makes no sense as a new investor to 
begin your journey in the share market attempting to buy penny-dreadful shares that you think are cheap and then “hope” 
that you will hit the jackpot and the share price will shoot to the moon. What will provide you with a higher probability of 
success, with less risk, less emotion, and a higher probable upside is buying quality blue-chip shares and build a solid 
foundation of knowledge and success in the share market before attempting to buy ugly shares that are cheap, have a 
low probability of success and are out of favour with the market. Please also remember that quality shares also usually 
pay a dividend, meaning that once a year you will receive a return on your investment (think of it like interest), which can 
be a bonus on top of the share price rising. 

Option #1. Buying quality shares at low prices. The ideal scenario. 
Buying shares in a quality company when the share price is cheap is obviously the ideal scenario and provides the best 
potential for a bigger upside. Let’s discuss this option first and then we will discuss buying quality shares when they are 
breaking to new highs. 

So, what’s the first step? Buy the newspaper? Look up the local share index market on the internet and try and filter 
shares into blue chips only? This is old school analysis and is likely going to take you hours and hours of homework to 
come up with a list of local or international shares that meet the criteria of “blue chip.”  Technology today gives us far 
more effective and efficient ways to filter shares that fits your criteria. If you are serious about making money in the share 
market you are going to need to invest in a share market program that can filter shares to the criteria you choose. A 
program that is built using the right technical and volume parameters to tell you when investment banks, hedge funds, 
and fund managers are likely buying the share you want to buy. Later in this book, I will introduce you to a program called 
LTG Goldrock that can do exactly the work and analysis I speak about in this book. 
But for now, let’s assume you do have access to a share picking program. 

The first step in buying a quality company that is cheap is being able to identify when the share is cheap. The best way 
to do this is to use a technical analysis chart. Following are examples of 6 blue-chip shares that have clearly reached 
previous lows in price and then risen sharply and the following are 3 simple rules to apply when you see this happen.  

Chapter 2. 
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1. Identify an obvious low in price the share has been to previously. Don’t worry about trying to understand why 
the share is cheap, there will be a reason, however, the technique you are about to learn will give you a good 
probability of success by simply piggybacking the experience and knowledge of investment banks and hedge 
funds. You are about to learn how to let them take the initial risk and then you follow.   

2. Do not attempt to buy the share at the low in price. This is akin to catching a falling knife and if you try and buy the 
share at a low in price there is every chance the share may make a new low before moving back higher. Be patient 
and wait. 

Chapter 2. 
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3. What triggers your buy order is a sudden and sharp rise in the volume of buyers buying the share.  This is clearly 
evident in the 6 examples shown below. Price has fallen to a previous low and then a large volume of buyers has 
bought the share and the share price has risen again. I have marked on the chart where you could have bought 
the share and made a great profit. 

By using this simple 3 step technique you are going to give yourself a significantly higher probability of success. You 
are buying blue chip shares (great companies) coming off a low in price. You are only buying the share when you see a 
significant number of shares being bought. Usually, these shares are being purchased by investment banks and hedge 
funds that are often referred to as “market movers”, “the big money” the very investors that will move prices in big trends 
and the very investors that you want to piggyback.

Option #2. Buying quality shares that are breaking to new highs in price.
Many investors avoid buying shares that are breaking to new highs because they think the share is too expensive. Their 
thought process is that they will wait for the share to pull back in price and then buy it. But as I mentioned earlier there are 
plenty of examples where quality shares have risen to new highs and just kept going and going and never pulled back 
to a previous low to consider a lower price entry. They are left stranded at the station as the train continues to roll down 
the track. Learning to buy quality shares at a new high in price should be part of your knowledge base as an investor. 
There is a valid reason why a share is rising to a new high. More investors are buying the share, there is a good news 
story somewhere and a valid reason why the share is becoming more popular.

On this occasion, rather than identifying a share that has reached a low in price, we are simply looking for the opposite. 
We are looking for great companies breaking to new highs in price. Just like the first example, the best way to do this is 
to use a technical analysis chart. Following are examples of 6 blue-chip shares that have clearly broken to new highs in 
price and then continued to rise.  Apply the following 3 simple rules when you have identified a quality share breaking to 
a new high and you are again on the path to success. 

Chapter 2. 
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1. Identify an obvious new high in price the share has reach. Don’t worry yourself about trying to understand why the 
share has broken to a new high, just like when the share was at a low there will be a reason why the share is at 
a new high. Again, you are simply looking to piggyback the experience and knowledge of investment banks and 
hedge funds. You are once again about to learn how to let them take the initial risk and then you follow.   

2. My preference is that you don’t buy the share the moment it has broken to a new high. Be patient and wait. You 
want to make sure the new high is real! You want to make sure the new high is backed by the same thing your new 
low is backed up with as in the previous example. Volume!

 Previous High 

Volume spike 

Buy stock 
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3. What triggers your buy order is a sudden and sharp rise in the volume of buyers buying the share.  If this comes 
in the first new break of the high, then fine, you can go ahead and buy the share. This is clearly evident in the 6 
examples shown below. Price has broken to a new high and then a large volume of buyers has bought the share 
and the share price has continued to rise. I have marked on the chart where you could have bought the share. 

Whether you are looking to buy shares at a low or buying at a new high. Keep the process simple. Buy quality companies, 
use a share picking program that can filter the shares you want to look for and be patient and extremely disciplined in 
your approach. In an upcoming chapter, I will share with you how to approach your share investments using what I call 
the numbers game. It keeps you disciplined which is a huge part of successful sharemarket investing.

 

Previous High 

Buy stock 

Volume spike 
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Chapter 3:  

Risk management and looking after the worst-case scenario. 
Losing your money!

So, you have bought shares in a great company at a previous low or new high in price. You’ve been clear, calm and 
decisive in your approach and you’ve given yourself the best opportunity to make meaningful profits. But profit is not 
guaranteed on any investment and there must be a risk management plan that is applied to every share purchase. This 
risk management approach must be something that is pre-planned and applied to every purchase in the share market. 
Managing the downside is the most important part of investing but it is mostly ignored by new investors because they 
are more focused on what they can make rather than where will they exit if the share price falls in value. 

You have probably not thought about investing or trading as a game of numbers, in fact, most new investors who are 
skeptical about investing like to use words like betting or gambling. Gambling is when you have the odds against you, 
which you certainly do not when it comes to using the strategies you are learning in this book. So, are you betting when 
you are investing? Yes, of course you are! But betting on a share price going up in value is not gambling. Gambling is 
when you walk into a Casino and have the odds against you on every game and machine and you are attempting to beat 
the odds. Investing in the share market is not gambling but if someone wants to call it betting, then fine, we are betting. 

What you are about to learn is an approach to investing that is based on a game of numbers over a series of investments 
and provided you apply a consistent and disciplined approach to the strategy you will give yourself an outstanding 
opportunity for success. 

A question we often get asked is this one. To make meaningful profits how often do I need to be right? Is it 80% of the 
time, 70%, 60%? What’s the number I need to hit and what system will give me success? The fact is it doesn’t matter 
how often you are right or wrong. What matters is how much you make when you are right and how little you lose when 
you are wrong. You can be right just 30% of the time (3 times out of 10) and still make great money provided the 3 
winning investments when you sell them add up to more than your 7 losing investments when you sell those. It’s a game 
of numbers of a series of investments. You cannot pick winners. What you must do is apply a consistent approach to your 
risk and reward on every share purchase, over a series of purchases and provided you do, you will limit your downside 
and maximise your upside. 

This book is not designed to teach you where to put your profit target or loss target when you purchase shares, the share 
market trading program you have invested in should have a dedicated section teaching you these strategies. What this 
book will teach you is how to understand how you must behave over a series of investments to make meaningful profits 
by applying the “numbers game” principle. 

In the following example, I am going to assume you buy $5000 worth of shares in 10 separate companies. Your total 
investment is $50,000. You could buy all the shares in one day or you could gradually buy each $5000 worth of shares 
over a month or more. The $5000 is just a number, it could be $500 or $50,000 if you prefer. It doesn’t matter when or 
for how long you hold the shares and it doesn’t matter the names of the companies you invest in. What matters is you 
buy into the “numbers game” of investing using the principles from within this book and manage your risk and reward 
appropriately on every share purchase.
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Rule #1. 
If you want to make meaningful profits then you need to limit your downside risk whenever you purchase shares in a 
company. In this example, we are not going to risk any more than 10% of the $5000 we have invested in each company. 
That means you are only going to risk $500 on each company you are investing in which is a total of $5000 at risk over 
10 investments. The total investment is $50,000 and the total risk is $5000. Once again it is important that your share 
trading program teaches you how to set a stop loss order to limit the downside risk (in this example 10% / $500 per 
company) so you can sell the shares if the stop loss order is triggered. 10% is not a hard and fast rule, it could be 15% 
or 5%. What is important is the numbers game. 

Provided you are buying great companies using the techniques you are learning within this book you will give yourself 
every opportunity to make nice profits on most (not all) of the investments you have made. So, the question is this. If 
you are risking 10% on each investment what should you be looking to make on each investment as a minimum to 
ensure you play the numbers game correctly. More than 10% is the obvious answer. You cannot make meaningful profits 
in the share market risking 10% on an investment to only make 10%. You must win big and lose small over a series of 
investments.

Following are some compelling numbers.
You risk 10% on each investment you make.
You make a total of 10 investments. $5000 in each investment. 
You win and sell for profit 6 times out of 10. 60% of the time you make money.
You lose and sell for loss 4 times out of 10.  40% of the time you lose money. 
You are correct on your investments 60% of the time. You are wrong 40% of the time.
Following is an example of what your total return on investment would be using different risk and reward percentages 
after all of your 10 investments are sold for either profit or loss.

Example #1
You risk 10% of $5000 ($500) on each investment and lost 4 times totaling $2000 of losses. You made 10% on each 
winning investment ($500) and won 6 times totaling $3000.   
Your total return on investment = $1000 ($3000 - $2000). 

Example #2
You again risked 10% of $5000 ($500) on each investment and lost 4 times totaling $2000 of losses. You made 20% on 
each winning investment ($1000) and won 6 times totaling $6000.   
Your total return on investment = $4000 ($6000 - $2000).

You risked 10% of $5000 ($500) on each investment and lost 4 times totaling $2000 of losses. You made 30% on each 
winning investment ($1500) and won 6 times totaling $9000.   
Your total return on investment = $7000 ($9000 - $2000).

You risked 10% of $5000 ($500) on each investment and lost 4 times totaling $2000 of losses. You made 40% on each 
winning investment ($2000) and won 6 times totaling $12000.   
Your total return on investment = $10,000 ($12000 - $2000).

You risked 10% of $5000 ($500) on each investment and lost 4 times totaling $2000 of losses. You made 50% on each 
winning investment ($2500) and won 6 times totaling $15,000.   
Your total return on investment = $13,000 ($15000 - $2000).

The above risk and reward scenarios are conservative and assume you never have a really big win! Your total worst-
case scenario is you lose 10% of your capital. There will be opportunities where you will be presented with a larger profit 
opportunity than just 40% on a single investment but your downside risk, the most important part of investing is not more 
than 10% on each investment. 

Win big, lose small!  

Chapter 3:  
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Chapter 4:  

Investing, discipline and managing your emotions.

If trading is so straightforward and this guide is a blueprint for success why isn’t everyone investing, trading and making 
great money? Why do so many people still continue to fail? The answer is not as obvious as you may think but it is simple. 
It’s due to random outcomes. A few times in this guide I have referenced the fact that you cannot pick individual winners. 
No sharemarket investing system can guarantee winners every time and therefore when we buy shares in a company 
we have a probability of success, not a certainty. Certainties don’t exist in the sharemarket but solid probabilities do 
when you use the strategies within this guide and they are applied over a series of investments over time. When most 
investors begin their sharemarket journey they have extremely high expectations and this is heightened by the fact 
that sharemarket investing is all about making money. They forget or are not exposed to the real facts about what will 
see them either succeed or fail. Your success won’t be a result of the trading system you invest in, your success will be 
determined by how disciplined you are and how you manage your emotions once you are invested. Will you follow the 
system correctly or will you self-sabotage the system and think you know better?

Unless you have previously invested in the sharemarket and had to make the buy and sell decisions with real money 
you probably won’t appreciate the importance of discipline and managing your emotions. The focus for new investors is 
generally the trading system and whilst this is important it is not as important as risk management and discipline. I have 
seen great trading systems completely destroyed by a new investor who applies poor risk management and discipline 
and it all comes down to not grasping the law of probability that works across a series of trades. 

I’ll give you a quick example. You make an investment in company A and a few days later you also invest in company B. 
Your first investment in company A is going along nicely and beginning to show some profit after a month. But company 
B’s share price is falling and is half the way to your loss target where you will exit the trade for a loss. You are concerned 
that company B is a dud investment and you should have invested more in company A. So, you decide to sell the shares 
you have in company B for a loss and due to the fact company A’s shares are in profit you invest the cash you have from 
your loss on company B into company A. You now have all your eggs in one basket but for now you are comfortable 
because your investment is in profit. Two weeks later company A has a poor quarterly company earnings report and 
your shares begin to lose value quickly. The small profit you were sitting on is now in the negative and you are stressing 
that company A is also a dud investment. Your emotions are running wild as you continually stare at your trading account 
hoping like heck the share price recovers. It doesn’t and continues to go lower and is 75% of the way to your loss target. 
You are curious to see how company B’s share price is performing and when you look to your total surprise the price is 
higher, much higher. 

In fact, it is 20% in profit from where you bought it some weeks earlier, but the problem is you don’t’ own company B 
shares any longer because you sold them. In your opinion, it was a dud investment and you were losing money. Your 
emotions are now on a roller coaster. You sold shares in a company that is now going gangbusters and you bought more 
shares in a company that’s share price is now falling. You are beside yourself with emotion and decide to cut your losses 
and sell all your shares in company A. You’ve lost money on company B when you sold those shares and now you’ve 
lost again on company A when you sell your shares for a loss. You are out of the market and thinking to yourself. What 
do I do now? A couple of weeks later you can’t help yourself and you look to see how much further company A’s share 
price has fallen since you sold all your shares. It’s happened again! Company A’s share price just like company B’s has 
surged back above the price you bought them. If you had not sold them you would be nicely in profit. You are now pulling 
all of your hair out! 
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The above example is typical of a new investor who does not understand the law of probability and the discipline that is 
required over a series of investments to make money. What the investor did in the example above was completely ignore 
the system they used to buy the shares. They completely ignored the fact they had a stop loss in place for a reason and 
what they ended up doing was self-sabotaging by trying to “make things better”. You will NEVER be able to make things 
better, so the minute you try you are highly likely going to self-sabotage your profit opportunity. 

You are going to have losing trades. It’s the overhead of any investment business and you MUST have them to make 
money in financial markets. They cannot be avoided but investors the world over are consistently trying to avoid losses 
and the way they act is to self-sabotage their investments by trying to guess where the share price will go next. 

If you have invested in a decent sharemarket training program the trading system you will learn will likely have a 
profitable outcome over series of trades. It cannot pick winners and you cannot pick winners. Just like a casino cannot 
pick winners. You have the odds in your favour over a series of investments using your system, just as a casino does 
when it plays with the gamblers. When a casino plays against gamblers, you will NEVER see it self-sabotage and try 
and stop playing with people who are winning. It will continue to play because it knows 100% that over a series of spins, 
rolls of the dice or whatever game is being played that over time it will win more than it loses. That is exactly the same 
mindset you must have when you are investing by using your edge in the sharemarket. Buy the shares when the system 
says to buy them. Place your stop loss and profit target based on how the system tells you too. Your success once you 
enter will not be determined by anything you do. Your success will be determined by whether others buy the shares after 
you to push the price higher. You cannot “make it better” by buying more or moving your loss and profit target. You must 
apply discipline and allow the system to show its results over a series of investments. 

Chapter 4:  
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Every investing system is going to perform differently in certain market conditions. Most trading systems perform best in 
trending markets however financial markets often don’t trend for months and when share markets go sideways investors 
often get emotional and sell their shares. Weeks later the markets trend again and the shares move higher, but the 
investor is out of the market because they did not adhere to a disciplined approach. 
Following are some tips for new investors who are entering the sharemarket for the first time. These tips will help you 
build the discipline that is required for long-term success. 

1. Start out making small investments. Some of the biggest losers in financial markets are rich people who invest 
too much when they start their investment journey. They expect certainty and investing is not about certainty on 
individual trades. Certainty will come over a series of investments so long as you adhere to the principles within 
this guide. 

2. A general rule of thumb is this. The more you invest the more emotion you will have as a new trader. 

3. Learn to crawl, walk, jog and then run. The chances of you following the system correctly will increase substantially 
if you start out making small investments to begin with and increase your investment size only after you have 
success.

4. Lower your expectation for success when you begin investing.  Assume every investment you make will be wrong 
from the outset. The reason to think this way is to ensure you focus on putting a stop loss in place to limit your 
downside risk. Keep your expectation levels low.

5. Be very careful who you listen too. Most people who want to give you advice such as commentators on TV, 
economists in the newspaper and a lot of financial planners and share brokers have no interest in your success. 
The financial planning business is built to raise capital and charge fees. Most share brokers also have little interest 
in your long-term success and are more interested in what they can sell you next and how much you will invest in 
that share. The more you invest the more they make and financial planners and share brokers do not share in your 
loss. The only person who shares in your loss is you, so be very careful who you take advice from when it comes 
to investing in the sharemarket. 

6. You will manage your emotions far better if you start investing small amounts of money and you apply the “numbers 
game” to your investing that is outlined in Chapter 3 of this guide. Doing so will keep you disciplined and whilst you 
will make mistakes the mistakes will cost you less and it will be far easier to control your emotion and discipline. 

Remember your success will not be determined by the system you use. It will be determined by how you apply the edge 
you learn, over a series of trades with sold risk management. The discipline you apply is like the mortar that glues bricks 
together on a wall. 

Chapter 4:  
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Your investment plan for success.
To give yourself the best opportunity for success you are going to need to adhere to an investment plan. A set 
of investment rules that guide you into each purchase and allows you to continue to remain focused on the most 
important parts of investing. Risk management and discipline. Following is a checklist for each share purchase that 
will see you adhere to the success blueprint within this guide. If at any stage you answer No then it is advisable that 
you consider skipping the share purchase until such time as you can validate why this share should be added to your 
portfolio. 

Ask yourself these important 4 questions. If you answer Yes 4 times move to the next stage.
-  Am I buying a great Company? Is it a blue-chip share?    Yes  or  No
-  Is the company a well-established company?     Yes or No
-  Does this company have a market advantage?     Yes  or  No
-  Are you satisfied that you are buying the share at a fair price?   Yes or  No

The above set of guidelines is going to ensure you buy quality companies, run by quality people that have a superior 
differentiated advantage over their competitors and you are either buying the share at a fair price. 
The price you pay.

Have you established if you are buying at a previous low or new high in price?  Yes  or  No
Have you clearly seen a spike in volume on the share?     Yes  or  No

If you cannot answer Yes to both questions then you need to reconsider your purchase.

Your entry and exit strategy.
-  Do you have a clearly defined stop loss level that you will exit for loss?  Yes  or  No
-  Do you have a clearly defined profit target you will exit for profit?  Yes  or  No
-  Is your profit target clearly larger than your loss target?    Yes  or  No
-  Are you 100% clear on the $ risk and % risk with this investment?  Yes  or  No

If you cannot answer Yes to all 4 questions we advise you don’t buy the shares until you can say yes to all four 
questions. 

The overall plan.
-  Does this share purchase meet the overall investment plan?   Yes  or  No

If you are not adhering to the success blueprint managing your discipline and emotion is going to be challenging. 
Great investing is boring and if you are getting out of bed in the morning and rushing to the computer or charts to hunt 
down your next share purchase then you are not likely going to do well. You need to be clear, calm and decisive in your 
approach and adhere to an investment plan that will give you the best opportunity for success. 

Chapter 5:  
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Here’s What to Do Next
If you’ve enjoyed what you’ve read and you and are eager to take the next step, to potentially make 
higher returns, experience more freedom and an improved lifestyle… this might be exactly what 
you’re looking for.

YOU NOW HAVE 2 OPTIONS

Option 1… Do nothing.
If you take this option, nothing will change. Things will stay the same. If you’re already earning as 
much as you like and have control over how much time you have to work each day, then this is 
probably the option for you. 

OPTION 2… TAKE ACTION.
Get FREE access to our next live online webinar where you will learn how LTG Goldrock has 
revolutionised share market investing for everyday Australian’s. 

Join us each week and learn how our system combines intelligent technology, ‘straight to the point’ 
real world education coupled with our powerful guided support system to make you consistent 
money in the markets. 

CLICK HERE  to register for our next webinar now.

It’s that simple, and it’s absolutely free with no obligation, so we look forward to seeing you there.

We look forward to seeing you on the ‘Inside’

Sincerely ,
The LTG Goldrock Team

https://to121.infusionsoft.com/app/form/general-consultation
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Disclaimer
The material in this publication is of the nature of general comment only, and neither purports nor intends to be advice. Readers should not act on 

the basis of any matter in this publication without considering (and if appropriate, taking) professional advice with due regard to their own particular 

circumstances. The author and publisher expressly disclaim all and any liability to any person, whether a purchaser of this publication of not, in respect 

of anything and of the consequences of anything done or omitted to be done by any such person in reliance, whether whole or partial, upon the whole 

or any part of the contents of this publication. 

Live Trader Global GoldRock Disclaimer: Live Trader Global GoldRock Pty Ltd (CAN 135 321 649.) is a corporate Authorized Representative 

(Authorized Representative number # 335434) of LTG GoldRock Pty Ltd (AFSL 286 510 / ABN 94 099 107 365). Trading involves the risk of loss as 

well as the potential for profit. Please be advised that any advice provided by LTG GoldRock is general financial product advice only, 

and may not be suitable for everyone. 

Please consult your licensed financial consultant to decide if trading in Foreign Exchange is suitable for your personal financial situation. 

HIGH RISK WARNING: Foreign exchange trading carries a high level of risk that may not be suitable for all investors. Leverage creates additional risk 

and loss exposure. Before you decide to trade foreign exchange, carefully consider your investment objectives, experience level, and risk tolerance. 

You could lose some or all of your initial investment; do not invest money that you cannot afford to lose. Educate yourself on the risks associated with 

foreign exchange trading, and seek advice from an independent financial or tax advisor if you have any questions. 

ADVISORY WARNING: Any news, opinions, research, data, or other information contained within this document is provided as general market 

commentary and does not constitute investment or trading advice. Live Trader Global, Inc. dba LTG GoldRock expressly disclaims any liability for any 

lost principal or profits without limitation which may arise directly or indirectly from the use of or reliance on such information. As with all such advisory 

services, past results are never a guarantee of future results. 

Trading involves the risk of loss as well as the potential for profit. The author of this book takes no responsibility for the individual investment decisions 

the reader of this book takes and recommends all readers of this book consult a licensed financial planner prior to making a decision to invest in 

Foreign Currency Trading. 

There are no guarantees or certainties in trading. Reliability of trading signals for mechanical systems is in probabilities only. Trading real money 

involves hard work, risk, discipline and the ability to follow rules and trade through any tough period. If you are looking for guarantees, trading is not for 

you. The potential to lose money is real. Many people lack the discipline and are unable to be consistent. A system can help you become consistent. 

The ability to be disciplined and take the trades is equally as important as any technical indicators a trader uses. Ironically, worrying about the money 

aspect of trades can contribute to and cause a trader to make trading errors. Therefore, it is important to only trade real money with a risk capital plan.

The reader of this book acknowledges that Live Trader Global, Inc. dba LTG GoldRock recommends and advises all its members track and keep their 

own statistical results on trades and to develop a trading plan in accordance with this analysis. They take complete responsibility for their trades and 

acknowledge and accept the risks associated with Forex trading.


